
Moment for Methodists — February 27, 2019 
 

METHODIST TROUBLES… 
 

If I start thinking of “Methodist”… 

 word association awakens neurons in my brain…     
 thoughts and memories some weird and forgotten… 

  attending Methodist Sunday Schools in childhood neighborhoods…  
  seeing my first dead man in a funeral at a Methodist Church at age 6.. 

  quitting Methodist Sunday School to avoid memorizing Bible verses… 

   (they also tried to make me pray aloud) at age 11… 

  a female Methodist theology professor suspected lesbian 

   at a Congregational seminary of majority Methodists… age 21 

  Methodist scholar John Cobb giving me an “A” in Christology… 

  earning doctors stripes at a Methodist seminary… 

  a Methodist clergy colleague pedophile who died of AIDS…   
  a seminary Methodist friend retired school superintendent great guy… 
  Corvallis Methodist bastion of open and affirming progressive faith…  

Enough already… 

 I am stunned at the Methodist death spiral toward division… 

  marching against the Spirit of Jesus and justice of the Bible 

   in the name of Jesus and the Bible…  

  a divisive base shattering the United off the Methodist Church. 

What hurts me I ask me…? 

 It’s not my fight…I’m not a Methodist…let it go…but I don’t… 

  I’m sick for my Methodist colleagues and friends from over the years… 

   many on this list perhaps. 

It’s more than a Methodist problem… 

 it’s fundamentalist mind-set problem within all religions… 

  it begins with someone reading its sacred book literally… 

   usually looking for some word to support an agenda… 

   or to claim a God-given authority to exclude or persecute others. 

If someone uses the Bible to support their argument 

 don’t try to argue… 

  those who say they “know” the Bible 

  usually have little knowledge about where it came from or how… 

  or how the historic church made the Bible when there was no Bible. 

 Or that Jesus was long gone before the Bible evolved… 

  and if he had a Bible it would have been the Prophets like Amos… 

 And how the Spirit of Jesus was inclusive… 

  his heart open to those on the margins…the neglected rejected. 

I don’t know whether John Wesley’s heart would be “strangely warmed” by this  
 division…or strangely chilled. If you know a Methodist give him or her 

 a warm hug. It’s a chilly day for many. 

         Art Morgan 

   

 

  


